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Abstract:
Social question answering (SQA) services allow users to clarify their queries by asking questions and obtaining answers
from other users. To enhance the responsiveness of such services, one can identify similar questions and, thereafter,
return the answers available. However, identifying similar questions is difficult because of the complex language
structure of user-generated questions. For this reason, we developed an approach to cluster similar questions based
on a web of social relationships among the questions, the answers, the askers, and the answerers. To do so, we
designed a graph-based cluster analysis using design science research guidelines. In evaluating the results, we found
that the proposed graph-based cluster analysis is more promising than baseline methods.
Keywords: Cluster Analysis, Graph Theory, Design Science, Social Question Answering.
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Graph-based Cluster Analysis to Identify Similar Questions: A Design Science Approach

Introduction

The advent of Web 2.0 led to the emergence of an evolving information infrastructure rich in user-generated
content. The rapid growth of user-generated content has made it increasingly difficult for users to find
content of interest. Arazy and Kopak (2011) highlight the sheer amount of information and its quality as
major concerns today. Moreover, user-generated content also potentially leads to inaccurate, misleading,
or outdated information, which researchers refer to as information waste (Amrit, Wijnhoven, & Beckers,
2015). To date, researchers have developed various analytical techniques for searching and recommending
user-generated content (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005; Xu & Yin, 2015). While current search engines enjoy
commercial success and demonstrate good performance, their ability to find relevant information for hard
questions, such as those asking for opinions or summaries, is far from satisfactory (Harper, Moy, & Konstan,
2009). Social question answering (SQA) services satisfy these complicated user information needs. Instead
of relying solely on Web search engines to search using key words, users now turn to SQA services where
they find other like-minded individuals who share and meet their information needs. SQA services are
dedicated platforms in which users can post their questions and respond to other users’ questions (Liu et
al., 2008). For example, Apple customers use Apple Store Questions & Answers to ask, answer, and rate
questions related to Apple’s products. WebMD exemplifies a SQA service for healthcare, and Piazza
exemplifies a SQA service for collaborative learning. Yahoo! Answers, another SQA service, covers a
diverse range of topics.
SQA services are a collaborative endeavor that involves group effort and open participation (Shachaf,
2010). It is interesting to look at how user-generated content in SQA services relates to not only content
but also the associated users. Oh (2012) suggests that users provide answers in SQA services because
of altruism or to establish their reputation as an expert in a given area. Consequently, answers contributed
to SQA services range in depth depending on the answerer’s technical expertise and motives.
Personalized answers that other users author can be useful, especially for advice and recommendations
that are difficult to answer with a general Web search. To enhance the responsiveness of such services,
one can identify similar questions already found in the corpus and return the available answers. Thus,
SQA services need to have an efficient mechanism to identify similar questions. However, identifying
similar questions is not trivial.
SQA services are rich in multiple-sentence questions: for example, "Is it possible to download anything from
YouTube? Like, music onto an iPod or onto a blank CD? If so, how?". Existing techniques to identify similar
questions do not apply to or barely work in the context of such complex questions (Tamura, Takamura, &
Okumura, 2005). Further, identifying similar user-generated questions collected in SQA services remains
largely a challenge due to the lexical mismatch between similar questions. For example, one could also
posit the question “My computer keeps displaying a blue screen and it is stuck. What should I do?” with
different words as in “How to bring a frozen laptop back to life?”.
In SQA services, when an asker posts a question and receives an answer from an answerer, questions and
their answers form dyadic content and askers and answerers form dyadic users (Bian, Liu, Zhou, Agichtein,
& Zha, 2009). Dyadic content and users result in interlinks and relationships between users and usergenerated content. Hence, to overcome the lexical mismatch problem, we propose cluster analysis based
on the content-user relationship.
Cluster analysis is a procedure for extricating natural configurations from content and users (Balijepally,
Mangalaraj, & Iyengar, 2011). For cluster analysis, we use the relationship of a question with its answer
concepts and its users to reduce the insufficiency of word similarities. To plot the relationships between
questions, answers, askers, and answerers, we use graph theory. Graph theory maps the contextual
information on the relationship between content and users to perform clustering analysis (Schaeffer, 2007).
We use graph-based cluster analysis based on the relationships of questions with shared content (answers)
and users (askers and answerers). Finally, we validate the graph-based cluster analysis using design
science research (Hevner, March, Park, & Ram, 2004; Gregor & Jones, 2007). Thus, we investigate the
research question
RQ:

How can one identify similar questions in SQA services based on their relationship with the
content shared (i.e., questions and answers) and associated users (i.e., askers and
answerers)?

This paper proceeds as follows: in Section 2, we review the literature related to studies that use various
techniques of cluster analysis and graph theory. In Section 3, we present the methodology we used and
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elaborate on the proposed graph-based cluster analysis algorithm. In Section 4, we describes our datacollection and analysis procedures. In Section 5, we present the findings, which we discuss in Section 6.
Finally, in Section 7, we conclude the paper by highlighting various directions for future research.

2
2.1

Literature Review
Review of Cluster Analysis

Cluster analysis groups together similar objects into meaningful clusters based on the similarities among
the objects. The algorithms used for cluster analysis are categorized into partitional and hierarchical. The
partitional clustering algorithm decomposes a dataset into disjoint clusters based on a measure of
dissimilarity/similarity (Steinbach, Karypis, & Kumar, 2000). For partitional algorithms, we need to specify
the number of clusters, which is unpredictable when we need to find similar questions (Zhao & Karypis,
2002). The hierarchical clustering approach obtains a hierarchy of clusters through an iterative process that
merges small clusters into larger ones (agglomerative algorithms) or splits large clusters into smaller ones
(divisive algorithms) (Joo & Lee, 2005).
Information systems (IS) research uses cluster analysis as an analytical tool for classifying configurations
of various entities that comprise the information technology artifact. Based on an analysis of 55 IS
applications, Balijepally et al. (2011) reaffirm that cluster analysis is a valuable tool for IS research. However,
few studies in IS research focus on clustering similar user-generated content in virtual communities such as
SQA services. On the other hand, for a collection of text-based documents, existing document clustering
methods include the vector space model (Salton & McGill, 1983), agglomerative cluster analysis (Walter,
Bala, Kulkarni, & Pingali, 2008), the partitional k-means algorithm (Dhillon, 2001), and projection-based
methods, including the least squares approximation (Kim & Park, 2008). These clustering techniques
assume that words that typically appear together should be associated with similar concepts.
Although much research has studied cluster analysis of text documents (Joo & Lee, 2005), it is not directly
applicable to user-generated questions from SQA services because of the nature of questions posed in these
services. As users compose questions in a variety of ways, it is very likely that similar questions are worded
in different ways. While one might ask a question to obtain other users’ opinions, another might expect a direct
answer on the same topic. Therefore, keywords alone do not provide a reliable basis for clustering usergenerated questions from SQA services effectively. Moreover, similarity measures for retrieving documents
based on word match work poorly when little word overlap exists (Leung, Ng, & Lee, 2008).
To overcome the disadvantages of keyword-based clustering, extant research focuses on additional criteria.
One criterion is hyperlinks between documents, which builds on the hypothesis that hyperlinks connect similar
documents. Beeferman and Berger (2000) use an agglomerative cluster analysis to exploit query-document
relationships using click-through data. However, in their approach, the cluster analysis is content independent
in the sense that it exploits only query-document links to discover similar queries and similar documents. To
improve on the hyperlink concept, other studies emphasize cross-references between documents and queries
in query-document clustering (Leung et al., 2008). The idea behind this type of clustering is that, if a set of
queries often leads to similar documents, then those queries are similar. However, they do not consider the
content. To alleviate this problem, Leung et al. (2008) introduce the notion of concept-based graphs by
considering concepts extracted from Web snippets and adapt Beeferman and Berger’s (2000) method to this
new context. However, Leung et al. also neglect word similarity between queries. Hence, to overcome these
shortcomings, we use graph theory to plot the relationship between content and users in SQA services and
develop a relationship-based similarity measure to cluster similar questions.

2.2

Review of Graph Theory

Graph theory is a mathematical concept one can use to explain the properties and applications of graphs.
Graphs are structures formed by a set of vertices and a set of edges that are connections between pairs of
vertices. Graph clustering refers to grouping the vertices of the graphs into clusters while considering the
edge structure of the graphs in such a way that there should be many edges in each cluster and relatively
few between the clusters (Schaeffer, 2007).
Mapping Web-based social interactions onto a graph represents a classical example of applying graph
theory to complex networks (Boccaletti, Latora, Moreno, Chavez, & Hwang, 2006). Web-based social
interactions are a multipartite network representation. The vertices of the graph are represented by the
interacting agents (humans, users of the web portals) and the subjects of their interactions (music, movies,
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books, postings) in a social network. One then analyzes their mutual connections in detail. For example,
Lambiotte and Ausloos (2005, 2006) use social connections related to music to detect communities related
to music genres.
Bipartite networks comprise two kinds of vertices. Some different types of vertices used in bipartite networks
are query-document (Rege, Dong, & Fotouhi, 2006), query-URL (Li, Yuan, & Jing, 2007), user-movie (Grujic,
Mitrovic, & Tadic, 2009), and question-answer (Bian et al., 2009). Researchers have used bipartite networks
for various cluster analysis applications, such as mining text (Leung et al., 2008; Li et al., 2007), mapping
ontologies (Chen & Fonseca, 2003), identifying user communities (Grujic et al., 2009), extracting verb
synonyms (Takeuchi, 2008), and clustering reliable users and content in social media (Bian et al., 2009).
Beeferman and Berger (2000) use bipartite graphs for clustering queries using hyperlinks. Dhillon (2001)
and Rege et al. (2006) use bipartite graphs for co-clustering documents. Wen, Nie, and Zhang (2002) and
Li et al. (2007) use bipartite graphs for query clustering, and Leung et al. (2008) use a bipartite graph for
concept-based query clustering. However, none of these studies considers query-content similarity or user
similarity. On the other hand, Bian et al. (2009) use a mutually coupled bipartite network to identify highquality content and users. They consider interactions in SQA services as composite bipartite graphs and
use the mutual reinforcement between the connected entities in each bipartite graph to compute their
respective quality and reputation scores.
Tripartite networks comprise three kinds of vertices. Two types of vertices used in tripartite networks are
user-resource-tags (Lambiotte & Ausloos, 2006) and visual feature-Web image-related text (Rege, Dong,
& Hua, 2008). Researchers have used tripartite networks for various applications, such as collaborative
tagging (Lambiotte & Ausloos, 2006), Web clustering (Lu, Chen, & Park, 2009), and Web image clustering
(Rege et al., 2008). Networks formed using tripartite graphs are superior to bipartite networks because
they consider the possibility of correlations among three kinds of vertices. Among studies related to cluster
analysis, Lambiotte and Ausloos (2006) use users, resources, and tags as vertices in a tripartite network
for collaborative tagging. Lu et al. (2009) use similar vertices to investigate how to enhance Web
clustering by leveraging the tripartite network of social tagging systems. Rege et al. (2008) propose a
tripartite network of visual and textual features of images for efficient Web image clustering. They address
the semantic gap between visual features and high-level semantic concepts to overcome the
shortcomings of Web image clustering.
Thus, based on our review, we see that a need to use content and relationship between questions, answers,
and users to identify similar questions exists. Moreover, the literature review forms the foundation for the
graph-based cluster analysis for clustering similar questions. The design of graph-based cluster analysis is
this study’s novel contribution to the research domain, and we present it in Section 3 using design science
research components.

3

Methodology

Design science is an important and legitimate IS research paradigm (Gregor & Hevner, 2013). In IS, design
science research involves constructing a wide range of socio-technical artifacts, such as new software,
processes, algorithms, or systems intended to improve or solve an identified problem (Myers & Venable,
2014). While we present the quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis, the nature of design science
research provides a foundation for more systematically specifying its design knowledge.
Hevner et al. (2004) present seven guidelines for understanding, executing, and evaluating design science
research. Various studies (Arnott & Pervan, 2012; Xu, Wang, Li, & Chau, 2007) use these guidelines and
we explain how we used the guidelines for this study in Table 1. Figure 1 illustrates the steps that result in
identifying similar questions in SQA services.
As Figure 1 shows, first, we collected questions, answers, askers, and answerers from the SQA corpora.
Thus, for this study, we used data from four popular categories of Yahoo! Answers (i.e., “arts and
humanities”, “business and finance”, “computers and Internet”, and “science and mathematics”). We
restricted the questions to the resolved section because one can expect a question in this section to contain
the “best” answer (i.e., the answer that the asker preferred). Second, we extracted and pre-processed the
required features. The final dataset for clustering questions after pre-processing contained a total of 5,733
questions from the four categories. The average length of processed questions and answers was 4.5 words
and 29.6 words, respectively. Third, we executed the method artifact. The method artifact includes two
steps: 1) graph network formation and 2) cluster analysis of similar questions.
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Table 1. Design Science Research Guidelines
Guidelines

Description (Hevner et al. 2004)

Used in this study

Design as an artifact

Design science research must produce
a viable artifact in the form of a
construct, a model, a method, or an
instantiation.

The design artifact is an instantiation of a
method to conduct graph-based cluster
analysis.

Problem relevance

Design science research focuses on
developing technology-based solutions
to important and relevant business
problems.

We focused on developing graph-based
cluster analysis to solve the complexity of
searching through user-generated content
in social media.

Design evaluation

One must rigorously demonstrate the
utility, quality, and efficacy of a design
artifact via a well-executed evaluation
method.

After testing the nine different combinations
of algorithms for three different similarities,
we evaluated the performances of different
clustering algorithms using precision,
recall, and the f-measure.

Effective design science research must
provide clear and verifiable contributions
in the areas of the design artifact, design
foundations, and/or design
methodologies.

We applied graph theory to form a
question-answer-asker-answerer
quadripartite network and to identify similar
questions.

Design science research relies on
applying rigorous methods in both
constructing and evaluating the design
artifact.

We constructed a quadripartite network,
designed the variations of the clustering
algorithm, and evaluated each algorithm.

The search for an effective artifact
requires using the means available to
reach the desired ends while satisfying
laws in the problem environment.

The quadripartite clustering algorithm used
an established agglomerative clustering.
The algorithm extended agglomerative
clustering by using graph theory.

One must present design science
research effectively both to technologyoriented and management-oriented
audiences.

We published at various IS conferences
and discussed the algorithm and its
applicability in education and healthcare
social media.

Research contributions

Research rigor

Design as a search process

Communication of research
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Figure 1. Design Artifact for Graph-based Cluster Analysis

3.1

Step 1: Graph Network Formation

We formed a quadripartite network with concepts extracted from the best answer, asker profile, and
answerer profile related to a question. We call this network a question-answer-asker-answerer quadripartite
network. The quadripartite structure of a question-answer-asker-answerer network differs fundamentally
from the bipartite structure of well-studied hyperlink or concept-query graphs (Beeferman & Berger, 2000;
Leung et al., 2008). The basic assumptions we used for this approach are as follows: similar questions lead
to similar answers, and similar askers will have similar information needs and, hence, will pose similar
questions. Similar askers will prefer similar answers. Similar answerers will answer similar questions. We
based these assumptions on the coupled mutual reinforcement principle that Bian et al. (2009) propose.
The vertices in a question-answer-asker-answerer network have an in-depth relationship. The users can be
either askers, or answerers, or both (Bian et al., 2009). Given the potentially different roles users play, we used
quadripartite network to uncover similar questions based on askers who asked similar questions and
answerers who answered similar questions. Hence, we considered both askers and answerers as vertices in
the quadripartite graph to identify similar questions based on question-answer-asker-answerer relationships.
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SQA services focus on four entities (questions (Q), answers (A), askers (As), and answerers (An)) and their
relationships. We call the relationship between these four entities a quadripartite network, and we represent
it in this study as a question-answer-asker-answerer network. Figure 2 provides an example of the
quadripartite network of an SQA service.

Figure 2. An Example of a Quadripartite Network for SQA

To construct a quadripartite graph, we represented answers in the network as answer concepts in the graph
after extracting keywords or phrases from the best answer to represent its important semantic concepts
(Leung et al., 2008). We used the intricate network of relationships among questions, answer concepts,
askers, and answers to cluster similar questions. In the quadripartite graph, the first side of the vertices
corresponds to questions, the second side corresponds to answer concepts, the third side corresponds to
askers, and the fourth side corresponds to answerers. If an asker who asks a question receives a best
answer from an answerer, they form six different types of links. We classified links formed between the
vertices according to the entity as we detail below:
•

Questions
1. A question is linked with its corresponding answer concepts extracted from its best answer. For
example, question q1 is linked to answer concept ac1.
2. A question is linked to its corresponding asker. For example, question q1 is linked to asker as1.
3. A question is linked to its corresponding answerer. For example, question q1 is linked to
answerer an1.

•

Answer concepts
4. An answer concept is linked to its respective answerer. For example, answer concept ac1 is
linked to answerer an1.
5. An answer concept is linked to its respective question’s asker. For example, answer concept
ac1 is linked to asker as1.

•

Askers and answerers
6. An asker is linked to their respective answerer. For example, asker as1 is linked to answerer
an1.

We then converted the quadripartite network into a quadripartite graph using Algorithm 1 (see below) based
on the six different types of links. Figure 3 illustrates the resulting quadripartite graph.
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Figure 3. An Example of the Quadripartite Graph for SQA

3.1.1

Algorithm 1: Quadripartite Graph (QG) Construction

Input: Question (Q) and its related answer concepts (AC) and its asker (AS) and answerer (AN)
relationships are collectively termed QRelation.
Output: A question-answer-asker-answerer quadripartite graph (QG)
1) Obtain the set of unique questions Q = {q1, q2, q3, . . .} from QRelation.
2) Obtain the set of unique answer concepts AC = {ac1, ac2, ac3, . . .} from answers A = {a1, a2, a3…}
in QRelation.
3) Obtain the set of unique askers AS = {as1, as2, as3, . . .} from QRelation.
4) Obtain the set of unique answerers AN = {an1, an2, an3, . . .} from QRelation.
5) The total number of vertices in QG = Q ∪ AC ∪ AS ∪ AN, where Q, AC, AS, and AN are the four
sides in QG.

6) If answer ai, answered by the answerer anl, is marked as the best answer by the asker ask for the
question qi ∈ Q, the following edges will be created:

i. an edge e1 = (qi,acj) in QG for all answer concepts acj in answer ai to question qi
ii. an edge e2 = (qi,ask) in QG where ask is the asker of question qi
iii. an edge e3 = (qi,anl) in QG where anl is the answerer of answer ai
iv. an edge e4 = (acj,ask) in QG for all answer concepts acj in answer ai to question qi asked by
asker ask
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v. an edge e5 = (acj,anl) in QG, for all answer concepts acj in answer ai answered by answerer
anl, and
vi. an edge e6 = (ask,anl) in QG.
As an example, we present four sample questions (see Figure 4). The example has three askers and two
answerers. From the figure, one can see that one asker asked two questions. One answerer answered
three questions. We extracted eight answer concepts from the answers. For the first question “What is
LIC?”, the important concepts its answer uses are “life”, “return”, and “insurance”. Answers to the second
question also include the concept “life”. Thus, based on the graph, we identified the most similar questions
based on the common answer concepts used or the users involved.

Figure 4. A Quadripartite Graph Constructed from Four Sample Questions

3.2

Step 2: Cluster Analysis

After constructing the quadripartite graph, we used cluster analysis to identify similar questions. The cluster
analysis depends on the clustering variables, the similarity measure, and the clustering algorithm used in
the analysis. In particular, we used quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis to identify similar questions.
Figure 5 provides the outcome of the quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis. The cluster analysis
clusters the three questions on insurance policies based on similar askers, answerers, and answer
concepts. In Section 4, we describe in detail the algorithm we used.
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Figure 5. The Result of Quadripartite Graph-based Cluster Analysis

4

Cluster Analysis

Cluster analysis involves grouping together similar vertices into groups based on similarities among the
vertices in the quadripartite network. As Balijepally, Mangalaraj, and Iyengar (2011) suggest, one should
follow five steps in applying cluster analysis: 1) clustering variables, 2) the similarity measure, 3) clustering
algorithms, 4) determining the number of clusters, and 5) validating clusters. We followed these five steps
to design the cluster analysis.

4.1

Clustering Variables

Selecting variables is an important step because the variables define the features that structure the
clustering process. One needs to meet two conditions when selecting variables (Balijepally et al., 2011).
First, one should draw the variables selected for describing the groups from past research or theory.
Second, the variables selected must be consistent with one’s study’s objectives. In compliance with the two
conditions, the variables we selected for this study were questions, answers, askers, and answerers. We
considered four variables as vertices in a quadripartite graph and the network of relationships between
them. Moreover, Bian et al. (2009) use these four variables to form a mutually coupled bipartite network to
identify quality content and reputed users. In our study, we focus on identifying similar questions based on
their relationship with shared content and users. Thus, questions and the related best answer represent
shared content and askers and answerers represent related users.

4.2

The Similarity Measure

Selecting an empirical measure of similarity between the entities is an important research decision. As
different similarity measures may produce different clusters, researchers often recommend using several
similarity measures and comparing the cluster with theoretical or known patterns (Hair, Black, Babin,
Anderson, & Tatham, 2006). We tested four different types of similarity measures (see Sections 4.2.1 to
4.2.4). We adopted the first and second similarity measures from extant literature. We designed the third
and fourth similarity measures to evaluate the graph-based cluster analysis technique.
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Question Content Similarity (simQC(qi,qj))

The first similarity measure considers only question content. We calculated the similarity matrix using cosine
similarity for words (Salton & McGill, 1983). We used cosine similarity for two reasons: their popularity and
their suitability for high dimensional data (Wu et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2009). To calculate cosine similarity, we
defined a set of questions as shown in Equation 1. We converted a single question, qj, to a term and weight
vector as shown in Equation 2. In Equation 2, qi is an index term of qj and wiqj represents the weight of the ith
term in question qj. The question frequency qfi is defined as the number of questions in a collection of n
questions that contains the term qi. A high term frequency indicates that a term is highly related to a question
and, thus, is more important in the clustering process. A high question frequency, on the other hand, indicates
that a term is too general to be useful as a descriptor and will not convey useful information for question
clustering. Next, we computed the inverse question frequency iqfi as shown in Equation 3 in which n represents
the total number of questions in the question collection. We then computed the weight of the term wiqj based
on Equation 4. The term frequency tfiQj is the frequency of word wi in question Qj and is used for computing
the weight of the term. We finally computed the cosine similarity as shown in Equation 5.
Q={q1, q2, q3….qi, qj, …qn}

(1)

Qj = {<q1,w1Q>; <q2,w2Q>; ……<qi,wiQ>}

(2)

iqf i =log(n/qfi)

(3)

wiQj= tfiQj*iqfi

(4)

sim𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 (Q𝑖𝑖 , Q𝑗𝑗 ) =

∑𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖=1 cw𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∗ cw𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(5)

�∑𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖=1 w𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 2 ∗ �∑𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖=1 w𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 2

In Equation 5, cwiQi refers to the weight of the ith common term of Cij in a question.

4.2.2

Question and Answer Relationship Similarity (simqar(qi,qj))

The second similarity measure considers the question and answer relationship. We adapted the question
and answer relationship similarity measure from Leung et al. (2008) for finding similar questions on the
quadripartite graph QG. In other words, by adapting this formula to a bipartite graph of answer concepts
and questions, we could define simqar(qi, qj) as the similarity between two questions represented by vertices
qi and qj. We calculated the value simqar(qi,qj) as the number of links to common answer concept vertices
divided by the total number of unique links from qi and qj (Equation 6). Intuitively, the similarity measure
formalizes the idea that qi and qj are similar if their respective neighboring vertices largely overlap and vice
versa.
⎧

In Equation 6:

�𝐿𝐿�𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 , 𝑞𝑞𝑗𝑗 ��

,⎫
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 �𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 , 𝑞𝑞𝑗𝑗 � = �𝐿𝐿(𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 )𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈�𝑞𝑞𝑗𝑗 ��
⎨
⎬
0
⎩
⎭

(6)

• L(qi, qj) is a set of links connecting qi and qj to the same vertices
• L(qi) and L(qj) are all the links connecting to qi and qj, respectively, and
• |L(.)| is the cardinality of L(.); (.) stands for qi or qj or qi and qj.

4.2.3

Question, Answer, Asker, Answerer Relationship Similarity (simqr(qi,qj))

The third similarity measure considers the relationship between a question, answer, asker, and answerer.
We extended the question and answer relationship similarity to the quadripartite graph with four vertices by
modifying the similarity measure with respect to the question’s relationship with the answer, asker and
answerer vertices. For example, to calculate question similarity based on its relationship with other vertices,
we considered the overlap of answer concepts, askers, and answerers. The similarity measure, based on a
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relationship denoted as simqr(qi,qj), is shown in Equation 7. Equation 8 gives the similarity measure of
answer concepts, simacr(aci,acj). We do not provide the asker, simasr(asi,asj), and answerer, simanr(ani,anj),
similarity measures due to space limitations. For both askers and answerers, we used the same relationship
parameters α, β, and γ for question, answer, and asker/answerer, respectively.

(7)

In Equation 7:

• Lac(qi, qj) is the set of links connecting questions qi and qj to the same vertices of answer concepts
• Lac(qi) and Lac(qj) are all the links connecting to qi and qj, respectively, from the vertices of answer
concepts
• Las(qi, qj) is the set of links connecting qi and qj to the same vertices of askers
• Las(qi) and Las(qj) are all the links connecting to qi and qj, respectively, from the vertices of askers
• Lan(qi, qj) is the set of links connecting qi and qj to the same vertices of answerers
• Lan(qi) and Lan(qj) are all the links connecting to qi and qj, respectively, from the vertices of
answerers,
• |L(.)| is the cardinality of L(.), and
• α, β, and γ are relationship parameters.

(8)

In Equation 8:
• Lq(aci, acj) is the set of links connecting answer concepts aci and acj to the same vertices of
questions
• Lq(aci) and Lq(acj) are all the links connecting to aci and acj, respectively, from the vertices of
questions
• Las(aci, acj) is the set of links connecting aci and acj to the same vertices of askers
• Las(aci) and Las(acj) are all the links connecting to aci and acj, respectively, from the vertices of
askers
• Lan(aci, acj) is the set of links connecting aci and acj to the same vertices of answerers
• Lan(aci) and Lan(acj) are all the links connecting to aci and acj, respectively, from the vertices of
answerers
• |L(.)| is the cardinality of L(.), and
• α, β, and γ are relationship parameters.

4.2.4

Content and Relationship Similarity (𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒒𝒒𝒄𝒄+𝒓𝒓 (𝒒𝒒𝒊𝒊 , 𝒒𝒒𝒋𝒋 ))

The fourth similarity is a combined similarity measure that considers the similarity of content and the
question, answer, asker, and answerer relationship. We further enhanced the relationship similarity we
discuss above using a combined similarity measure by including question word similarity. We required this
enhancement because similarity measures based on a question’s content and the question-answer-askeranswerer relationship represent two different viewpoints. First, content-based similarity measures tend to
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cluster questions with the same or similar terms, but one could use similar terms to represent different
requirements because of the ambiguity of words (Wen et al., 2002). Second, similarity measures based on
the question-answer-asker-answerer relationship tend to cluster questions related to the same or similar
topics. However, an asker or answerer might have more than one topic of interest. One might use answer
concepts in different contexts. Thus, questions could lead to answers containing the same answer concepts
or the same askers and answerers (Bian et al., 2009). Since each of the above criteria partially capture a
user’s information needs, we extended the quadripartite algorithm based on the question-answer-askeranswerer relationship to consider the question’s words. Hence, to implement quadripartite clustering using
a combined similarity, we created the new combined similarity measure:
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐+𝑟𝑟 �𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 , 𝑞𝑞𝑗𝑗 � = 𝛿𝛿 ∗ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 �𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 , 𝑞𝑞𝑗𝑗 � + (1 − 𝛿𝛿) ∗ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 �𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 , 𝑞𝑞𝑗𝑗 � ,

(9)

where δ is a constant called the content parameter.

We obtained the question similarity of content simcontent from the commonly used content similarity measure
(Wen et al., 2002) given as:

simcontent (qi ,q j ) =

N(qi ,q j )
Max(N(qi ),N(q j ))

where

(10)

,

• N(.) is the number of keywords in a question and
• N(qi, qj) is the number of common keywords in two questions.

4.3

Clustering Algorithm

The clustering algorithm has a significant impact on the cluster analysis. In this study, we used the
hierarchical clustering algorithm (HCA) for clustering the quadripartite graph for two reasons. First, HCA is
more flexible because it supplies an arbitrary function that defines what constitutes a good pair to cluster
together (Walter et al., 2008), which is especially convenient for data combining different types of properties
and in higher dimensions, such as a quadripartite graph structure. Second, in a partitional algorithm, one
needs to specify the number of clusters a priori, which is unpredictable in the case of the SQA corpora (Wu
et al., 2008). Similarly, the more commonly used density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise
for large datasets requires one to provide more precise termination conditions. Further, HCA is the most
popularly used clustering algorithm in IS research (Balijepally et al., 2011).
From the various HCA algorithms available, we used the complete link algorithm for this study because
previous studies recommend it as one of the most effective in terms of optimal cluster evaluation (Tombros,
Villa, & Van Rijsbergen, 2002). The complete link algorithm also demonstrates a lower computational
complexity than other HCA algorithms. In the complete link algorithm, the similarity of two clusters is the
similarity of their most dissimilar vertices. The complete link algorithm produces tightly bound or compact
clusters. Based on the number of vertices involved, we compared four variations of HCA listed as
agglomerative, bipartite, quadripartite, and improved quadripartite.

4.3.1

Agglomerative Cluster Analysis

The agglomerative algorithm accomplishes hierarchical clustering by assigning objects to their own cluster
and then repeatedly merging pairs of clusters until it forms the whole dendogram. For this study, we used
agglomerative cluster analysis as the baseline. We calculated the similarity matrix using cosine similarity for
words as given in Equation 5. Agglomerative cluster analysis using question phrases is a more precise
representation of meaning than question words. We represent agglomerative cluster analysis as AC.

4.3.2

Bipartite Graph-based Cluster Analysis

We adapted the algorithm for bipartite graph-based cluster analysis from Leung et al. (2008). We used
concepts extracted from the best answers to form a question-answer concept bipartite graph. We obtained
answer concepts from the best answers by extracting the noun phrases. We adopted the similarity measure
proposed by Leung et al. (2008), simQAR, given in Equation 6. We represent the bipartite graph-based cluster
analysis as BR.
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4.3.3

Quadripartite Graph-based Cluster Analysis

We used quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis algorithm of Blooma and Kurian (2012) (Algorithm 2).
We tested quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis with both relationship similarity, simqr(qi,qj), as well as
combined similarity, 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐+𝑟𝑟 (𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 , 𝑞𝑞𝑗𝑗 ). We represent the quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis with the
relationship similarity as QR and quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis with the combined similarity as
QRC.
Algorithm 2: quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis:
Input: A question-answer-asker-answerer quadripartite graph (QG)
Output: A clustered question-answer-asker-answerer quadripartite graph (QGc)
1. Obtain the similarity scores for all possible pairs of questions in QG using the noise-tolerant
similarity measure simqr(qi,qj).
2. Merge the pair of questions (qi, qj) that has the highest similarity score.
3. Obtain the similarity scores for all possible pairs of answer concepts in QG using the noise-tolerant
similarity measure simacr(aci,acj)).
4. Merge the pair of answer concepts (aci, acj) that has the highest similarity score.
5. Obtain the similarity scores for all possible pairs of askers in QG using the noise-tolerant similarity
measure simasr(asi,asj).
6. Merge the pair of askers (asi, asj) that has the highest similarity score.
7. Obtain the similarity scores for all possible pairs of answerers in QG using the noise-tolerant
similarity measure simanr(ani,anj).
8. Merge the pair of answerers (ani, anj) that has the highest similarity score.
9. Unless termination condition is reached, repeat steps 1-8.

4.3.4

Improved Quadripartite Graph-based Cluster Analysis

We designed improved quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis to reduce the time taken to complete the
clustering process as compared to quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis (Blooma & Kurian, 2012;
Blooma, Chua, & Goh, 2011). In the improved quadripartite graph-based clustering, after calculating the
question similarity, we grouped the questions and answer concepts, askers, and answerers. The algorithm,
Algorithm 3, is a significant contribution of this study. We tested the algorithm with the relationship similarity,
simqr(qi,qj). We represent the improved quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis as IQR.
Algorithm 3: improved quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis:
Input: A question-answer-asker-answerer quadripartite graph (QG)
Output: A clustered question-answer-asker-answerer quadripartite graph (QGc)
1. Obtain the similarity scores for all possible pairs of questions in QG using the noise-tolerant
similarity measure given in Equation 7.
2. Merge the pair of questions (qi, qj) that has the highest similarity score.
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3. Merge the respective pair of answer concepts (aci, acj) of questions (qi, qj) that has the highest
similarity score.
4. Merge the pair of askers (asi, asj) of questions (qi, qj) that has the highest similarity score.
5. Merge the pair of answerers (ani, anj) of questions (qi, qj) that has the highest similarity score.
6. Unless termination condition is reached, repeat steps 1-5.

4.4

Determining the Number of Clusters

As no standard procedures exist to help select the number of clusters, one needs to select the number of
clusters that best represent their data’s underlying structure. Moreover, an increase in the heterogeneity of
clusters accompanies a decrease in the number of clusters. As Hair et al. (2006) suggest, we used three
cut-offs (threshold values of 0.50, 0.70, and 0.90) in computing cluster solution sizes and comparing the
performance at various stages. These thresholds represent a similarity of 50 percent, 70 percent, and 90
percent. The limit of three thresholds reduces the computational complexity (Chen & Fonseca, 2003). We
used the higher threshold values 0.50, 0.75, and 0.90 to obtain question clusters with higher similarity. We
considered the three threshold values of equal intervals to observe the performance in three distinct ranges.

4.5

Validation of Clusters

As Punj and Stewart (1983) highlight, one needs to ensure they validate clusters’ meaningfulness and utility.
One establishes reliability, a prerequisite for validity, by checking the stability of cluster solutions by using
multiple algorithms (Hair et al., 2006). Thus, we used nine combinations of cluster analysis to establish
validity and reliability. Quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis with the relationship similarity (QR) uses
three different combinations of α, β, and γ values to determine which combination of relationship parameters
generates the best performance. Hence, we set the values of QR1 at {0.80, 0.10, 0.10}, QR2 at {0.34, 0.33,
0.33}, and QR3 at {0.20, 0.40, 0.40}. By giving various combinations of α, β, and γ values, we analyzed
various relationships between the questions, answers, askers, and answerers. For example, consider QR1.
QR1 signifies that the question similarity measure combines 80 percent of the answer concept and 10
percent of the asker and 10 percent of the answerer relationships to obtain the total similarity measure. We
used the best results from the three combinations of weights to further proceed with combined similarity and
improved quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis.
In our quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis with the combined similarity (QRC), we evaluated three
different combinations of the content parameter δ to determine which combination generated the best
performance. QRC1, QRC2, and QRC3 had the values 0.20, 0.50, and 0.80, respectively, for δ. For example,
a δ value of 0.20 gives 20 percent importance to question content similarity and 80 percent importance to
relationship similarity. We used the best results of the three combinations of the content parameter δ to
proceed with improved quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis.
Finally, to validate cluster analysis using multiple approaches, we extended the improved quadripartite
graph-based cluster analysis (IQR) to three different types of hierarchical clustering algorithms. We used
the complete link algorithm (IQRCL), average link algorithm (IQRAL), and Ward’s algorithm (IQRW) (Balijepally
et al., 2011). We used agglomerative cluster analysis as the baseline for content based clustering (AC). We
used bipartite cluster analysis as the baseline for relationship based clustering (BR). Table 2 provides the
results we obtained for the eleven different types of cluster analysis, which we discuss in Section 6.
We also established the validity of the cluster solution by ensuring that the clusters represented the actual
population. SQA services build a bourgeoning amount of content in the form of questions, answers, ratings,
reviews, and user profiles. Of the various SQA services available, we used Yahoo! Answers as the dataset
for this study for three reasons: popularity, richness in metadata, and collective wisdom. According to the
statistics that Hitwise (2013) reports, Yahoo! Answers held eighth position in the number of visits to social
networking sites. Recent years have seen Yahoo! Answers’ content rise significantly due to several reasons,
such as its availability, ease of use for creating and sharing content, and the increasing number of people
turning to collaboration (Chua & Banerjee, 2015), which results in an expanding information repository that
holds immense potential for both social and market research. Additionally, using the representative dataset
from the website’s four most frequently used domains (arts and humanities, business and finance,
computers and internet, and science and mathematics) helped ensure the external validity of the clusters.
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Evaluation

Evaluating the artifact is an important stage. We tested the nine different combinations of algorithms and
assessed their performance. Because we did not know the categories, we used the objective functions of
the clustering algorithms to evaluate the algorithms. Researchers most often use precision, recall, and fmeasure to perform such an evaluation (Xu et al., 2007); as such, we used them as the performanceevaluation metrics for this study.
Precision is a measure popular in information retrieval and is defined as the ratio of the number of relevant
items retrieved and the total number of items retrieved. This metric is important because it measures the
level of noise in the similar questions identified. For question clustering, we considered precision as the ratio
of the number of similar questions to the total number of questions in a cluster (Leung et al., 2008). We
calculated precision by examining 100 sample clusters to see if the questions in the clusters were actually
similar (Wen et al., 2002). We then computed the overall precision as the average precision of all 100
question clusters.
Recall is another performance metric in information retrieval. Recall is the ratio of the number of relevant
items retrieved to the total number of relevant items in the collection (Wen et al., 2002). However, for
clustering questions, one measures recall as the ratio of the number of similar questions in the current
cluster to the total number of all similar questions for a question set (Leung et al., 2008). Following this
definition, calculating recall is complex because no standard clusters or classes were available. Hence, we
used an alternate measure of recall, known as normalized recall, as Wen et al. (2002) propose. Normalized
recall is the ratio of the number of questions judged as correctly clustered in the 100 sample clusters for a
particular threshold to the maximum number of questions judged as correctly clustered in the 100 sample
clusters across all thresholds. Wen et al. (2002) and Ray, Goh, and Foo (2006) clearly illustrated the use of
normalized recall. The number of correctly clustered questions in 100 selected clusters equals the total
number of questions in the 100-sample question clusters multiplied by the average precision. One computes
the number of questions in the 100 selected question clusters by multiplying the average cluster size by
100. Further, to strike an even balance between precision and recall, we used the harmonic mean of
precision and recall known as Van Rijsbergen’s f-measure (1979).
As no predefined categories against which to judge the validity of the clusters existed, we compared clusters
with reference to external knowledge using judgments made by two human evaluators. We needed two
evaluators because judging the relatedness of questions is subjective and room existed for personal biases.
We eliminated these biases to a great extent by taking an aggregate of the two evaluators’ appraisals.
Previous studies also used evaluators for relevance and quality judgments (Suryanto, Lim, Sun, & Chiang,
2009). We recruited two evaluators who had masters in information systems degrees and would work on
the project for a nominal fee. They evaluated the clusters independently. Each cluster given for evaluation
had two or more questions. We asked the evaluators to identify the questions in a cluster that had the same
meaning. Since, in some cases, it is difficult to correctly understand the user’s intention, evaluators made
the best guess. We calculated the degree of agreement between evaluators by adopting Cohen’s kappa
statistic (Cohen, 1960), which resulted in a Cohen kappa value of 0.82 as the measure of agreement
between the two evaluators for their manual evaluation of the clusters. Finally, we calculated the metrics for
each evaluator’s sample and averaged the two figures obtained to get the final performance metrics. Table
2 gives the performance results for eleven different cluster analyses.
In summary, we used two baseline techniques (AC and BR). We used three quadripartite graph-based
cluster analyses with the relationship similarities (QR1, QR2, and QR3) to identify the best combination of α,
β, and γ. We used three quadripartite graph-based cluster analyses with the combined similarities (QRC1,
QRC2, and QRC3) to identify the best values for δ. Finally, we used three combinations of the improved
cluster analyses (IQRCL, IQRAL, and IQRW ) to validate the algorithm with complete link algorithm, average
link algorithm, and Ward’s algorithm. The results reported in Table 2 clearly demonstrate that quadripartite
graph-based cluster analysis with the relationship similarity (QR1), the content similarity (QRC1), and the
improved cluster analyses (IQRCL, IQRW ) performed better than the baseline clustering techniques.
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Table 1. Different Clustering Algorithm Results
Algorithm
AC
BR
QR1
QR2
QR3
QRC1
QRC2
QRC3
IQRCL
IQRAL
IQRW

Threshold
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.9
0.7
0.5

Precision
73.3
51.7
48.3
69.5
56.2
43.2
100
65.2
64.3
0
100
100
100
100
100
100
70
62.3
0
0
100
0
100
100
96.8
83.4
70.1
92.9
87.0
82.3
87.7
77.9
75.7

Recall
41.2
62.3
78
49.6
54.7
73.2
47.2
59.3
70.2
0
33.3
20
20
20
33.3
56.7
68
80.5
0
0
33.3
0
20
20
63.8
88.8
95.4
31.4
44.0
56.1
57.4
82.7
94.7

F-measure
52.8
56.5
59.7
57.9
55.4
54.3
64.1
62.1
67.1
0
33.3
50
33.3
33.3
50
72.4
69
70.2
0
0
50
0
33.3
33.3
76.9
86.1
80.8
46.9
58.4
66.7
69.4
80.2
84.2

Legend:
AC:
Agglomerative cluster analysis using the content similarity simQC (Qi,Qj)
BR:
Bipartite graph-based cluster analysis using similarity based on the question and answer concept relationship
QR1: Quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis using the relationship similarity simQR(Qi,Qj) with α = 0.80, β = 0.10, and γ = 0.10
QR2: Quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis using the relationship similarity simQR(Qi,Qj) with α = 0.33, β = 0.33, and γ = 0.33
QR3: Quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis using the relationship similarity simQR(Qi,Qj) with α = 0.20, β = 0.40, and γ = 0.40
QRC1: Quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis using the combined similarity simQRC (Qi,Qj) with δ = 0.20, α = 0.80, β = 0.10, and
γ = 0.10
QRC2: Quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis using the combined similarity simQRC (Qi,Qj) with δ = 0.50, α = 0.80, β = 0.10, and
γ = 0.10
QRC3: Quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis using the combined similarity simQRC (Qi,Qj) with δ = 0.80, α = 0.80, β = 0.10, and
γ = 0.10
IQRCL: Improved quadripartite graph-based complete link cluster analysis using the relationship similarity simQR(Qi,Qj) with α = 0.80,
β = 0.10, and γ = 0.10
IQRAL: Improved quadripartite graph-based average link cluster analysis using the relationship similarity simQR(Qi,Qj) with α = 0.80,
β = 0.10, and γ = 0.10
IQRW: Improved quadripartite graph-based ward cluster analysis using the relationship similarity simQR(Qi,Qj) with α = 0.80, β = 0.10,
and γ = 0.10

6

Discussion

In this section, we discuss how our results shed new light in understanding the influence of the quadripartite
graph-based cluster analysis in identifying similar questions.

6.1

Analysis of the Relationship Similarity Measure

We found that the quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis with the relationship similarity measure (QR1,
QRC1, IQRCl, IQRAL and IQRW) overcame the lexical mismatch in questions by incorporating a questionanswer-asker-answerer relationship similarity measure. The algorithm performed better than both
agglomerative cluster analysis using content similarity and bipartite cluster analysis using relationship
similarity. In effect, this finding helped verify our assumption that the intricate network of relationships among
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questions, answer concepts, askers, and answers played a vital role in overcoming the lexical gap in
identifying similar questions. It also validated that the weights of 80 percent for answers and 10 percent
each for askers and answerers gave the best results for quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis with the
relationship similarity measure (QR1). However, the performance of the quadripartite graph-based cluster
analysis was very low when we gave equal weight to answers, askers, and answerers in QR2 or gave a
higher weight to askers and answerers than answer in QR3. Thus, we concluded that the main reason for
QR1 to perform better than QR2 and QR3 was that the answers were rich in words that were common. Hence,
the answers played a vital role in clustering similar questions.

6.2

Analysis of Users: Askers and Answerers

On further analysis, we found that, in the dataset of the 5733 unique questions, unique askers contributed
5309 questions, and these questions attracted responses from 3211 unique answerers. We examined the
questions associated with top askers and answerers to identify how they contributed to Yahoo! Answers.
The top asker asked 14 questions on insurance. The questions that the top asker asked were all related.
For example, “Can anybody tell me about the term insurance plan?” and “Why should I choose an insurance
plan instead of another savings plan?”. It seemed that, if the asker received a satisfactory answer and
marked it as the best answer, the asker would probe the same topic with more questions. We found this
same trend for the second top asker who asked nine questions on insurance, which clarifies our assumption
that similar askers post similar questions.
We also found that some answerers very actively answered questions. The top answerer answered 131
unique questions on history and answered questions from 121 unique askers. The questions ranged from
topics related to world wars, Adolf Hitler, Al-Qaeda, and the Renaissance. Hence, we needed to more
specifically examine each answer’s content. The second top answerer answered 54 questions in three
different domains: advertising and marketing, insurance, and the Internet. Among the 54 questions
answered, 48 questions concerned advertising and marketing. The second top answerer gave separate
answers to 54 different askers on various questions related to the same topic. In this case, it meant that
answerers played a role in identifying similar questions, but we needed to depend on not only the answerer
but also the answer itself to identify similar questions.
Finally, we found that 116 users both asked and answered questions. In other words, 116 users served as
asker and answerer. Among them, a user who asked 14 questions about insurance answered four questions
on insurance. A user asked nine questions about insurance and answered three questions. The user who
answered 19 questions on insurance asked one question in the same domain. Another user who asked six
questions on advertising and marketing answered seven questions in the same domain.
Hence, from analyzing the roles that askers and answerers played, we found that askers and answerers do
play an important role in identifying similar questions. For future research, we recommend including a user’s
profile for tracing that user’s expertise (Bian et al., 2009) to improve clustering, enhance retrieval and to
reduce noise and outliers.

6.3

Analysis of Content – Questions and Answers

Quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis with the relationship similarity measure (QR1, QRC1, IQRCL,
IQRAL, and IQRW ) used the lexical content in answers to overcome the lexical mismatch in questions. Among
the variables used for the relationship similarity measure, we found the answer component to be more
significant than askers and answerers. An in-depth analysis revealed that 5733 questions received 5581
unique answers. The most repeated answer was on guidelines for downloading videos from YouTube, and
it came from three different answerers who answered seven, ten and two times, respectively. The second
most repeated answer was for questions on Myspace. We also found a pair of questions with no lexical
match but that the analysis clustered them because they had common answers and answerers. The analysis
also clustered the questions “How did the great society and the Reagan revolution seek to change
America?” and “What are some examples of freedom that Ronald did during his presidency?” as similar. In
this case, the questions had no overlap in phrases. Hence, in such a situation, a common answer and
answerer aided in clustering the questions together with no common words.
Few answers were general in nature; for example, “Please refer to Google”, which led to clustering unrelated
questions based on similar answers. We could see that using answers alone to identify similar questions
was misleading, particularly with general answers. Quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis with the
combined similarity measure was able to weed out the issues in identifying similar questions based solely
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on relationship. Also, QRC1 with a 20 percent weight for question content similarity and 80 percent for
relationship similarity performed better than QRC2 and QRC3. Equal weight for question content and
relationship resulted in 100 percent precision for the lowest threshold; however, the recall was very low.
Moreover, the 90 percent threshold resulted in zero clusters. The main reason for why QRC1 performed
better than QRC2 and QRC3 was that the answers, askers, and answerers had more impact than the
question content itself.

6.4

Analysis of Algorithms

Based on comparing various algorithms overall, QR1 achieved 100 percent precision for the 90 percent
threshold. However, QRC1 achieved higher precision than QR1 at all threshold levels. Improved quadripartite
graph-based cluster analysis based on relationship improved recall and maintained precision, which
resulted in the best range of performance.
On the other hand, we found that the complexity of clustering considered space and time. The space
complexity for the algorithm was directly related to the number of questions (nq), number of unique answer
concepts (nac), number of unique askers (nas), and number of unique answerers (nan). The memory allocation
required for calculating similarity depended on the number of corresponding vertices. To reduce space
complexity, we considered only unique askers and answerers. Moreover, we extracted unique answer
concepts only from the best answers. We also found that the time complexity of the algorithm was related
to the number of question-question similarity measure evaluations. The quadripartite graph-based cluster
analysis completed one cycle by merging similar questions, similar answer concepts, similar askers, and
similar answerers in turns. However, improved quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis completed one
cycle by merging a similar question and its respective answers, askers, and answerers and, thus, reduced
the time complexity.
We tested the complete link algorithm, average link algorithm, and Ward’s algorithm to ensure validity and
reliability of the improved quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis. To check the reliability of the cluster
solutions based on the subcategories of Yahoo! Answers, we identified the subcategories for each question
that the analysis clustered at the 90 percent threshold. Interestingly, we found that all three algorithms
(IQRCL, IQRAL, IQRW ) obtained 100 percent reliability in clustering the questions in the same subcategory at
the 90 percent threshold. Overall, as an average for all threshold levels, we found that the average link
algorithm showed 100 percent reliability, followed by Ward’s algorithm (89%), and the complete link
algorithm (79%). Thus, improved quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis improved not only the time and
space complexity but also the clustering results, which the f-measure in Table 2 shows.

7

Conclusion

As Fayard and DeSanctis (2008) indicate, intimate relationships between content and users are possible
online as a community develops. By fostering the relationship between user-generated content and
associated users, we followed the IS design science research approach to design and evaluate a
quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis approach for clustering similar questions. Hence, our study sheds
light on the richness of the relationship built in SQA services and their complex reality by identifying similar
questions. Thus, this study contributes to the literature by forging a four-way link among questions, answers,
askers, and answerers so that we can better identify similar questions.
Identifying similar questions allow us to retrieve answers associated with similar questions, which reduces
the associated time lag in waiting for other users to answer questions. It also adds value to existing services
by better allowing us to reuse user-generated questions and answers collected in SQA services. For SQA
service designers, our findings offer implications for fine-tuning their answer retrieval and recommendation
service by harnessing the relationships between content and users. Thus, as the SQA services maintain
enormous sets of resolved questions, graph-based cluster analysis is an effective method to revitalize the
information contained in their archives and to serve the needs of their users as promptly as possible.
This paper has three limitations. First, the assumption that similar askers will ask similar questions
underpinning the proposed quadripartite clustering algorithm appeared to hold well for the current dataset
drawn from four categories of Yahoo! Answers. However, we do not know how the algorithm would perform
in settings involving more diverse categories/subcategories of questions/answers. Because askers can post
questions on diverse topics, one should compare the performance of the quadripartite clustering solution
with the tripartite clustering algorithm that includes only the questions, answers, and answerers.
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Second, as identifying similar questions enhances the reuse of answers, we need to trace the quality of
the answers. Identifying the quality of the answers depends on not only the accuracy of the content
(Blooma, Chua, & Goh, 2012) but also the effectiveness of the answer (Chua & Banerjee, 2015). We
need to explore the intimate relationships between questions, answers, askers and answerers to identify
the factors that affect the quality of the answers (Bian et al., 2009). Hence, future research should
investigate features that affect the quality of the answers to improve the retrieval of answers, an area that
has hitherto received little attention.
Third, we need to design the clustering algorithm to dynamically collect data. An algorithm that can
dynamically collect data is highly important today because SQA services play a vital role for businesses to
treat the market as a conversation between themselves and customers (Chen, Chiang, & Storey 2012).
Improved quadripartite graph-based cluster analysis is the first step toward improving the time complexity
while considering the intimate relationships between content and users involved in SQA services. Future
research should focus on integrating scalable cluster analysis to cater to the ever-increasing amounts of
questions and answers in various business- and healthcare-oriented SQA services (Oh, 2012; Blooma &
Wickramasinghe, 2014).
Thus, as the quadripartite network is mutable in the context of identifying similar answers or users, the
generalizability of the algorithm will make it more valuable. We demonstrate how graph-based cluster
analysis can solve the complexity of user-generated content in social media. One could extend our study to
collaborative applications that help users seek, share, and recommend information and build up social
relationships. By modelling the quadripartite network into social networking services, we can leverage big
data and integrated Web applications for catering to customer queries.
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